I. Introduction
ince the beginning of modern aviation aerial vehicles have possessed the capability of adapting Outer Mold Lines (OMLs) in order to serve a variety of localized functions. What started with simple, plain flap control surfaces like elevators, rudder and ailerons for primary flight control effectiveness led to the development of complex high-lift systems, trimmable stabilizers, multi-function spoilers and retractable landing gears, which emerged to be the key for efficient air transport designs. Exemplified by the success of seminal research programs undertaken by NASA and DARPA in the last three decades the notion of adaptive aircraft systems, referred to as morphing, yielded a number of aircraft concepts 1, 2 . Although the focus was on in-flight shape adaptation a vast diversity of objectives, solutions and ways of analyzing them were engaged. These ranged from modest, local shape changes to comprehensive planform changes, or, from tailoring structural properties like stiffness and roughness to virtual shape modifications by active flow control. This produced as many different design solutions as diverse perceptions, and subsequently raised an important question: what is the intention of morphing, and what is the best means of performing such operations? One of the most appropriate definitions describes morphing as "Real-time Adaptation to Enable Multi-point Optimized Performance" 3 . Thus, morphing can be understood as an in-flight modification of whatever part of an aircraft with the ambition to optimize a certain flight state as much as possible. Examples of which aircraft assemblies could be considered for morphing are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Figure 1: Potential application of morphing systems for a civil transport aircraft
Due to the fact that neither the conceptual design of morphing devices nor the structural realization of such systems has been incorporated into the contemporary aircraft design process in terms of considered degrees-offreedom (DoF), active structural concepts, compliant materials and advanced actuation methods, the idea of this paper is to put forth a systematical and methodological approach to implementing morphing devices from the outset. Let us begin by making a differentiation between Morphing Technology Research (MTR) and Morphing Conceptual Design (MCD). The primary driver for MTR is certainly formed by the circumstance that aircraft structures have gradually been designed to withstand increasingly higher wing loadings, dynamic pressures, shear and torsional forces, inertial forces and overall bending moments which in turn complicated the active deformation of these rigid structures. In order to further improve vehicular efficiency it has been understood that advanced morphing systems require adoption of new materials and structural concepts. This technology-push at a sub-system level is substantial since the requirements are to provide a significant load-carrying capacity, provide a measure of adaptability of the structure yet retain sufficient stiffness in order to maintain acceptable aerodynamic profiles. The need for procuring innovative, unconventional structural concepts and appropriate capturing its impact on the overall aircraft design necessitates consideration of morphing devices early in the conceptual design process. By employing a formalized MCD procedure, more confidence would be generated in assessing the degree to which a retrofit or clean-sheet morphing structural design can be advantageous. In addition, the knowledge about airframe locations, namely, where morphing structures may provide significant benefits in comparison to non-adaptive structures is mandatory. An important point is the absence of formally documented procedures by academia and industry alike with regards to standardized procedures that describe the MCD. A further problem associated with the practicalities of performing MCD analysis is the lack of an adequate amount of empirical data and flight test information, usually Adjustable Landing Gear S compiled from congeneric morphing demonstrators, from which good design practice and semi-empirical sizing methods could be derived. For this purpose, a comprehensive compendium encompassing information about active structures, compliant materials, advanced actuators, sensors and requisite energy-supply is deemed to be of paramount importance.
Hence, the hierarchical approach presented in this work motivates a problem-oriented, multi-level, structured, top-down approach utilizing design metrics and technology compendia with the emphasis placed upon the multidisciplinary interaction of components rather than on the type and capability of single elements. The most reasonable morphing concepts for a certain objective should result from a capability-driven down-selection based on the SP2 process 4, 5 .
II. Morphing in Essence

A. Reasons for Morphing
Basically, two major drivers can be identified in order to justify morphing for aerospace vehicles. On the one hand, nature presents the huge potential of what is possible with highly adaptable, shape-changing wings like those of birds and bats. Not only their capability to deform but also the light-weight composite of their wings which hardly can be decoupled fuels the imagination of designers and researchers. One example for their multi-functionality is the asymmetric actuation of the wings which allows for the omission of a vertical tail which lowers drag and weight. On the other hand, apart from the conventional flight control and high-lift systems, the mainly rigid wing structure of modern aircraft only provides opportunity for a single-point design, which also implies single-point optimality with respect to aerodynamic performance. But due to continuously changing flight conditions in terms of forward (or vertical) speed, required overall lift, maneuverability and ground contact a multi-point optimization is desirable, thus varying aerodynamic characteristics leading to multiple V-n diagrams, performance curves, moments of inertia, and, static and dynamic stability properties for the same aerospace vehicle 3 . Morphing technologies are aiming at this objective, and thus could have considerable effect on the overall mission performance of aircraft.
B. Judicious Selection of Morphing
In general, if conflicting mission requirements necessitate in-flight OML changes beyond an already existing capability of conventional movable surfaces the utilization of novel morphing devices would then become conceivable. In such instances performance improvements at an integrated mission level (this includes transformation to operating or even life-cycle economics metrics) must clearly include any structural weight increases and/or required power demands to an extent where it is at least compensated providing it is accompanied by other synergy effects. It should be stated that in view of the complex nature of such systems no risk increase regarding system failure is admissible and full compliance to certification rules must to be ensured.
Because adaptive aircraft structures represent very complex sub-systems characterized by the wholesale interaction of materials, structures, actuators, sensors and energy supply morphing devices must already be considered in the conceptual design of aircraft in order to exploit synergy effects to a full extent and to unfold the full potentials possibly delivered by morphing.
C. Principles of Morphing Locations and Geometrical Schedules
Basically, there is no generalized recommendation which morphing method or shape transformation is to be applied to which problem. Instead, the appropriate morphing location and deformation type result from the given objective, the type of aircraft and its special characteristics. However, considering the fundamental modes of shape deformation helps to classify geometrical schemes and corresponding design aspects. In this context, shape deformations can be distinguished into two categories, in the following denoted by bi-motions and mono-motions. Bi-motions represent assemblies of at least two rigid elements for translational or rotational motions, joint together via hinged joints, sliding joints, helical joint or other couplings. They are widely used for conventional movable wing parts like present-day high-lift systems. The implementation of mono-motion morphing structures though is rather conceivable for future application. These single-part deformation modes encompass seamless or gapless inplane expansion or contraction and in-plane shearing as well as out-of-plane bending and twisting. It is evident that such deformations also require somehow the widespread use of compliant materials.
As illustrated in Figure 2 and listed in Table 1 also deformations of typical wing design parameter can be composed of these basic modes. Basic in-plane wing shape deformations are chord, sweep and span adaptations while taper ratio modifications are a superposition of the aforementioned modes. Typical out-of-plane wing shape deformations are airfoil thickness, camber and twist distribution. For instance a wing chord adaptation can be realized using a translation of rigid surface elements, thus bi-motion surface morphing, or using an in-plane continuous expansion (or contraction) of a structure based on compliant materials, provided by mono-motion surfaces. Generally, it can be stated that the higher the surface loading, thus the aerodynamic pressure a surface is exposed to, the more challenging it becomes to apply mono-motion surfaces because high structural rigidity contradicts adaptability. Though, because the achieved aerodynamic effect is substantial and not the employed type of deformation, morphing devices do not necessarily need to deform seamlessly if the required aerodynamic objective can also be achieved by bi-motion surfaces. 
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D. Special Consideration for Morphing Structures and Actuation
Morphing structures and materials necessitate special considerations which are briefly outlined in the following. In order to withstand aerodynamic and inertial forces the morphing structure must provide high out-of-plane stiffness and simultaneously high in-plane ductility to facilitate its actuation 6 . Both key aspects are desired to be realized with acceptable complexity and weight. These contrary relations are depicted in the left part of Figure 3 . Each surface deformation affects the surrounding airflow, and thus, has an impact on the load distribution across the morphing surface and the areas in close proximity. Therefore, also the aeroelastic properties of the morphing structure need to conform to these changing load distributions to avoid or dampen inadmissible aeroelastic effects like flutter, divergence and control reversal 7 . In the right part of Figure 3 this aspect is addressed by setting aerodynamic, elastic, inertial and control forces into correlations. Thus, the conception of morphing structures requires a highly multi-disciplinary approach roughly characterized by: achieving the aerodynamic target at the lowest weight penalty and minimum actuator power with highest operational reliability. For this purpose, the application of heterogeneous materials or composites appears essential offering rigidity in some directions and ductility in others. Some already existing examples are honeycombs, curved fiber composites, Elastomeric Matrix Composites (EMC), Micro-electrical Mechanical Systems (MEMS) and inflatable structures for varying stiffness.
For bi-motion morphing schemes, i.e. joint rigid elements, present-day actuation of discrete elements is appropriate. For mono-motion schemes though, i.e. compliant structure elements, increasingly distributed actuation is required leading to a merger of actuators and structures, thus actuated structures, as already offered by Shape Memory Alloys (SMA). The major goal for structure-actuator-interaction besides resilience should be the minimization of total energy required for actuating the structure during a mission. While the structure needs to bear external loads it also needs to allow for low-energy shape adaptation which implies the avoidance of actuation forces massively struggling against inherent structural forces. In other words, the structure should offer a least one degreeof-freedom for the time and direction of actuation. For the case of conventional landing flaps this is already provided because no wing structure becomes deformed during their deployment. Another good example can be found in the concept of the NextGen morphing wing 8 . For mono-motion schemes the optimal realization of actuation would be offered by interim material properties tailoring, i.e. short-term easing of material stiffness in the desired direction. Thus, morphing actuation should not only consider the translation of elements but also the modification of material properties which may also include electro-magnetic field actuation or thermal manipulation of pertinent materials.
Hence, morphing structures utilizing mono-motion elements also require novel morphing actuators featuring several additional aspects. In contrast to a rigid linear actuator an array of actuators may offer advantages for multidimensional deformations. Moreover, in the style of human muscles, actuators may also work as agonist and antagonist, offer full actuation force if every actuator is power-supplied or less force if only a few are powered, may feature elastic elements for smooth motion and compliance in case of overload and offer integrated sensors representing autonomous sub-systems.
III. Hierarchical Design Approach
The methodology which is presented here serves the purpose of systematically deriving adequate morphing device layouts from specified mission performance objectives. Therefore, different levels of detail are introduced to incrementally narrow the design space for morphing devices. The term hierarchy in this context refers to a set of entities which are ordered or classified according to their overall importance. Two intrinsic features are emphasized: First, subsequent hierarchical levels represent a process wherein, due to the strong correlation of adjacent levels, it is regarded impractical or inefficient to skip one of those. Second, a hierarchy is essentially a top-down communication of information which simultaneously prevents a bottom-up communication of too detailed information. This means that on top levels the detailed knowledge about the sub-system characteristic is not of highest importance. Hence, in order to establish a hierarchical character for the conceptual design of morphing devices an introduction of Morphing Resolution Levels (MRL) appears reasonable.
A. Morphing Resolution Levels
As shown in Figure 4 six MRLs are introduced and ordered after their level of detail. These are in particular MRL 1: Mission Performance Improvements, MRL 2: Vehicle Performance Attributes, MRL 3: Vehicle Geometric Attributes, MRL 4: Morphing Geometric Attributes, MRL 5: Morphing Structure Concepts and MRL 6: Key Component Technologies. Each MRL gets populated by a catalogue as exemplarily depicted by Figure 5 and Figure  6 . The catalogues for MRL 1 to MRL 3 provide categorized aircraft conceptual design metrics the authors consider to be also most relevant for the conceptual design of morphing devices. Many of those are derived from aircraft design literature [9] [10] [11] . These metrics are mostly independent on each other, hence not derived from each other, or at least weakly coupled. Moreover, their application should not be limited to conventional aircraft configurations which also implies the omission of design-specific, non-global parameters like number of wing spars or type of extendable leading-edge devices. Catalogues providing input for MRL 4 to 6 comprise design features for morphing devices which are partly derived from literature [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These catalogues do not claim completeness; rather each catalogue is intended to be a work-in-progress design guideline and might be extended at any time.
Next, the content of each MRL becomes evaluated against the content of the subsequent MRL. This is described in the following. 
B. Morphing Assessment Phases
The morphing assessment phases constitute a sequential process wherein the mutual interactions of the MRLs are developed. These phases are denoted by Problem Definition (PRO), Effect Translation (EFF), Outer Mold Line Morphing (OMM), Structural Layout (LAY) and Technology Selection (TEC) and constitute an incremental refinement of the design-related level of detail. While the first three phases belong to the field of aircraft conceptual design the last two phases span preliminary design.
Always two MRLs become coupled and qualitatively assessed during a dedicated morphing assessment phase. This assessment follows the SP2 process (Strategic Planning and Prioritization) 4 and a similar approach of qualitatively down-selecting morphing criteria can be found in of Cesnik 18 . In the work at hand, each morphing assessment phase first requires the selection and listing of appropriate metrics or features. Then these subjects are evaluated against each other using dependency metrics, e.g. a value of 3 may stand for a high influence or 1 for weak correlation. Thus, items of a superior level become assessed against inferior items resulting in a downselection and changeover to the next phase. Figure 7 schematically presents the coupling of the MRL during the several assessment phases utilizing the dependency metrics. The PRO phase links the mission performance improvements (MRL 1) to adequate vehicle performance attributes (MRL 2). Next, the down-selected, relevant vehicle performance attributes need to be linked to the vehicle geometric attributes (MRL 3) during the effect translation phase (EFF). For example, the zero-lift drag is influenced by the wetted area but not by the leading-edge sweep angle. With each phase the level of detail and therefore the morphing related expert knowledge incrementally increases. The OMM phase is to link the identified design parameter like wetted area and airfoil camber to geometrical properties which should be subject to morphing, e.g. variable span or variable camber. During the subsequent structural layout phase (LAY) conceivable morphing schemes like telescopic shell elements or the splitflap concept should be selected for further consideration. Also aeroelastic effects like flutter and divergence should already be addressed during this phase because such effects can be damped or avoided by proper internal layout. Finally, the most appropriate key technologies on material, structure, actuator and sensor level (MRL 6) are assessed and selected depending on the considered MRL 5 concepts. Hence, the TEC phase links the application of morphing key technologies to the structural layout of morphing devices. The sequential nature of this process should not preclude a return to a previous phase if it is necessary. This is depicted by the small dashed arrows in Figure 4 . The correlations of different MRLs encompass expert knowledge, analytical equations and simulation results and are updated or refined over time. This activity amongst others is currently one of the major morphing research topics at Bauhaus Luftfahrt and is still under way. Based on expert knowhow, ongoing research projects and literature review each of the key technologies gets characterized by a special expert technology catalogue which lists and qualitatively assesses the most important design criteria. This is briefly discussed in the next section. 
C. Expert Technology Catalogues
Key component technologies, i.e. materials, skins, structures, actuators and sensors, constitute the final element of the design process described in this work. Their selection can also be based on pertinent information provided by corresponding catalogues and databases. Here, not different levels of detail are evaluated against each other but the component technologies are assessed with respect to normalized attributes. The application of normalized attributes better discerns design-relevant metrics and therefore outlines families of candidates with similar properties. An excerpt of such an expert catalogue for morphing actuators is provided in Table 2 based on the excellent work of Zupan 17 . Classified morphing actuators are described by normalized attributes like actuator stress, i.e. applied force per unit cross-sectional area, and actuator strain, i.e. extended length divided by retracted length. Once these attributes are known various kinds of plots such as in Figure 8 allow for the selection of appropriate actuator classes to be considered for detailed investigations. Similar candidate descriptions are also conceivable for the other key component technologies.
D. Morphing Characterization Approach
Plenty of different ways exist on how to distinguish or classify morphing concepts. Most of them suggest a geometrical classification in combination with actuation scheme, e.g. local or global, combined or discrete shape changes. This multitude of perceptions also results from the manifold solutions that are found to address the multidimensional, contrary requirements for morphing devices 12 . Hence, a definite classification of morphing appears almost impossible. Though, a characterization of morphing devices is deemed to be useful to highlight key design aspects, describe ongoing morphing activities and to guide towards envisaged morphing capability. Due to the diverse aspects which are considered during morphing conceptual design a qualitative 3-metric characteristic is suggested in Table 3 encompassing morphing objectives, structural integrity and the source of energy required to actuate the morphing device. Here, each metric spans a range from conventional to futuristic morphing features and hence provides an aspired goal for upcoming morphing aspects. 
IV. Conclusion
In order to further enhance and optimize aircraft performance the implementation of in-flight adaptive structures, i.e. morphing devices, might be considered to a certain extent. Because of their strong multi-disciplinary nature and their strong interaction with surrounding aircraft components these devices need to be considered early in the conceptual design process in order to fully exploit their beneficial potential. This work presents an objective-driven, top-down approach with the ambition of guiding the selection of appropriate vehicle attributes, geometrical schemes, morphing structural layouts and finally the expedient inclusion of key component technologies.
After the discussion of the purpose of adaptable structures and their potential contribution to performance optimization, the basic surface deformation modes are presented and special considerations for morphing structures and actuations are outlined. The suggested hierarchical methodology is conceived to support the conceptual design of morphing devices. Starting from mission performance objectives, which are supposed to be achieved by the usage of morphing devices, a systematic assessment and down-selection process progresses providing two key aspects: narrowing the design space by implementing expert knowledge and simulation results, and, simultaneously structuring the conceptual design process itself. Therefore, six morphing resolution levels are introduced which are based on pertinent design metric and feature catalogues. The core of the process is the qualitative assessment of the corresponding items against each other utilizing the SP2 approach. For this reason, morphing assessment phases are introduced which incrementally converge to the level of key component technologies. Those in turn relate to corresponding expert catalogues wherein technology-specific design features are listed. Finally, an effort is made to characterize morphing devices in regard to future applications.
The process presented is still under development and subject to research at Bauhaus Luftfahrt and others. Herein, the creation and refinement of the interaction of morphing resolution levels and the corresponding morphing benefit assessment state the major goals. The development of a conceptual morphing design tool is aimed for.
